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Next To Wal-Mart, 2733 SE Hwy 70, Arcadia, USA, United States

+18634910134 - http://www.chinawokarcadia.com

A comprehensive menu of China Wok from Arcadia covering all 18 meals and drinks can be found here on the
card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Emily Zhao likes about China Wok:
the food is remarkable and the service is perfect. The is plenty of room for a to-go restaurant and you could also

eat out side. The condiments and neccissidities have convenient access to. The place, despite the age of the
restaurant, the place is very clean and tidy. The atmosphere is lively and the people are always friendly. 10/10

Service: Take out read more. In pleasant weather you can even have something in the outdoor area, And into the
accessible rooms also come customers with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What DR K doesn't like about

China Wok:
Just paid for my food, went to sit down and pulled a napkin from the stack at their dine-in tables. Sure enough, a

baby roach comes crawling out of the pile. Food: 3 Service: 3 Atmosphere: 1 read more. The China Wok from
Arcadia serves various flavorful seafood meals, Many customers find it particularly great that they can try the

versatile, flavorful Chinese cuisine.
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Gnocch�
GNOCCHI

Sandwiche�
EGG ROLLS

Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

Appet�er
CRAB RANGOON

Chicke� dishe�
SWEET & SOUR CHICKEN

Starter�
SESAME CHICKEN

Ric� Dishe�
EGG FRIED RICE

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
SHRIMP

EGG

PORK MEAT

MEAT

BEEF

PRAWNS

CHICKEN

SEAFOOD
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